We propose a kernel function for ordered categorical data that overcomes certain limitations present in ordered kernel functions that have appeared in the literature on the estimation of probability mass functions for multinomial ordered data. Some of these limitations arise from assumptions made about the support of the random variable that may be at odds with the data at hand. Furthermore, many existing ordered kernel functions lack a particularly appealing property, namely the ability to deliver discrete uniform probability estimates for some value of the smoothing parameter. To overcome these limitations, we propose an asymmetric empirical support kernel function that adapts to the data at hand and possesses certain desirable features. In particular, there are no difficulties arising from zero counts caused by gaps in the data while it encompasses both the empirical proportions and the discrete uniform probabilities at the lower and upper boundaries of the smoothing parameter. We propose using likelihood and least squares cross-validation for smoothing parameter selection, and study the asymptotic behaviour of these data-driven methods. We use Monte Carlo simulations to examine the finite sample performance of the proposed estimator and we also provide a simple empirical example to illustrate the usefulness of the proposed estimator in applied settings.
Introduction
In multinomial discrete support random variable settings, it is common to encounter situations in which the support contains only a handful of values, and such values may contain gaps (e.g., {0, 1, 2, 5}). When such data are of the ordered type, using a kernel function that recognizes order present in data can lead to improved accuracy relative to kernel functions that ignore order (e.g., binary unordered counting kernel functions).
Though a range of ordered kernel functions for multinomial data have been proposed in the literature, many make assumptions about the support that, when unwarranted, may lead to improper probability estimates and thereby require special treatment. The presence of zero counts in the assumed support can sometimes lead to difficulties. Furthermore, it turns out that a kernel function that can span the empirical (nonsmooth) estimator (i.e., the sample proportions) and the discrete uniform estimator for some values of the smoothing parameter is an asset; virtually all existing ordered kernel functions possess the former property, while many lack the latter. We propose an asymmetric empirical support kernel function that encompasses the empirical proportions and the discrete uniform distribution at the extremes of the admissible smoothing parameter.
The resulting estimator automatically adapts to gaps in the data and makes no assumptions about the support other than that it is discrete, ordered, and finite.
We also provide theoretical support for two methods of smoothing parameter selection, namely likelihood cross-validation and least squares cross-validation, and compare their finite-sample performance via Monte Carlo simulation. The proposed approach exhibits better finite sample performance than estimators based on kernel functions that ignore order present in the data and than the empirical proportions themselves. Unlike Hall (1987) , who considered likelihood cross-validation in a density estimation context and demonstrated how its asymptotic properties are profoundly influenced by tail properties of the kernel function and of the unknown density function, our approach is immune to this phenomenon because we explicitly treat our problem as one having finite support, hence there is no "tail" in the sense of Hall (1987) .
Background
Suppose we are interested in modeling a univariate probability function for some random variable X which is discrete in nature. We denote the probability function p(x) = P r(X = x), x ∈ D, 0 ≤ p(x) ≤ 1, x∈D p(x) = 1. In general, p(x) is unknown and must be estimated. When in addition X is ordered (i.e., distance between elements of the support is defined) we can define the cumulative probability function, F (x) = z∈D,z≤x p(z). Nonparametric estimates of p(x) have been studied for decades and include the approaches of Fienberg and Holland (1973) , Aitchison and Aitken (1976) , van Ryzin and Wang (1978) , Wang and van Ryzin (1981) , Titterington and Bowman (1985) , Hall and Titterington (1987) , Burman (1987) , Dong and Simonoff (1994) , Ahmad and Cerrito (1994) , Rajagopalan and Lall (1995) , Ouyang et al. (2006) , and more recently Chen et al. (2014) , Chu et al. (2017) , and Harfouche et al. (2017) , among others.
It is widely appreciated that by adopting a kernel function that is capable of reflecting the order present in data, we can improve the estimator's performance relative to one that ignores order. An ordered kernel function is one that can assign higher weight to neighbouring values of x than to those lying farther away.
1
We assume that X takes c different ordered discrete values, e.g., X ∈ D, where D = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a c } with a 1 < a 2 < · · · < a c . Without loss of generality, we assume that min 1≤i,j≤c;j =i |a i − a j | = 1 (i.e., the minimum distance is 1) and that a 1 ,. . . ,a c are c distinct non-negative integers. By way of illustration, Aitchison and Aitken (1976) (Page 419) considered the case of D = {0, 1, . . . , c − 1} (D contains c consecutive non-negative integers) and suggested using the binomial kernel function given by
where 0 ≤ |x − X i | ≤ c and where
The resulting smoothed probability estimator is given bỹ
It turns out that the kernel function defined in Equation (1) is lacking an important property, namely the ability to place equal weight on all outcomes for some value of its smoothing parameter (there is no value of λ for which the binomial probability function is flat for c > 2). When estimating conditional distributions or moments in the presence of ordered discrete predictors, the ability to automatically smooth out a variable is particularly important and can only occur if the kernel function can assume the discrete uniform distribution for some value of its smoothing parameter; see Hall et al. (2004) and Hall et al. (2007) by way of illustration.
Aitchison and Aitken's unordered kernel function possesses this important property since for λ = (c − 1)/c (its upper bound) their unordered kernel function is 1/c for all x ∈ D, but this property is not shared by its ordered counterpart. Furthermore, zero counts in the assumed support (i.e., gaps) will render the estimated probabilities improper as the estimated probabilities will not sum to 1 (the empirical proportions, on the other hand, will always sum to 1). Other ordered kernel functions have been proposed such as Wang and van Ryzin (1981) and Ahmad and Cerrito (1994) , but they presume that the support is the set of all consecutive integers which may not be the case for the data at hand, while there is no value of the smoothing parameter for which the kernel function is the discrete uniform (the same goes for the ordered kernels proposed by Rajagopalan and Lall (1995) , Chu et al. (2017) and others). Furthermore, existing kernel functions can exhibit undesirable behaviour when there are gaps in the support of a discrete random variable and the resulting estimator (say,p(·)) may fail to satisfy the condition x∈Dp (x) = 1, rendering the estimate an improper probability estimator; see Titterington and Bowman (1985) for a discussion on difficulties arising from zero counts. It turns out that constructing a bounded support discrete kernel function that is also capable of applying uniform weight, can adapt to gaps, and is always proper simply requires a bit of kernel carpentry.
Estimation of p(x) and F (x) with Ordered Data

An Estimator of p(x) for Ordered Data
In this paper we propose using the following asymmetric empirical support kernel function,
where 0
The resulting kernel estimator of p(x) is given bŷ
where
We begin by outlining the properties of the kernel function l (z, x, λ) , and then consider the properties of p(x) and its cumulative counterpartF (x). We also consider two data-driven smoothing parameter selection methods and the multivariate extensions ofp(x) andF (x), while a Monte Carlo simulation compares the performance ofp(x) with the nonsmooth sample proportion p n (x) and the unordered counterpart top(x).
Properties of l(z, x, λ)
The kernel function l(z, x, λ) defined in Equation (2) has the following properties:
1. l(z, x, λ) is non-negative, and for all z ∈ D, λ ∈ [0, 1], it sums to one (over x ∈ D), i.e., l(z, x, λ) adapts to the presence of non-consecutive outcomes such as D = {a 1 , a 2 , a 3 } = {0, 1, 4}. 
We can express Λ
In Section 4, we will show that, when X is not uniformly distributed, the data-driven smoothing parameterλ has an order O p (1/n). Therefore, the kernel function l(z, x, λ) can be written as l (z, x, λ 
Properties ofp(x)
It is straightforward to check thatp(x) defined in Equation (3) satisfies x∈Dp (x) = 1, therefore the estimate is a proper probability estimator. Next, we analyze the mean and variance ofp(x). Assuming i.i.d. draws and
where b 1x takes values in {0, 1, 2} and
is a constant, b 1x and c 1x are defined in Equation (4).
We propose using data-driven methods for selecting the smoothing parameter λ. Specifically, we consider using likelihood cross-validation (LCV) and least squares cross-validation (LSCV) methods for choosing λ. In Theorem 4.1 and Proposition 4.1, we show that the data-driven selectedλ is of order O p (1/n). Hence, by the Liapounov central limit theorem (CLT, see White (1984) , Page 112), we have,
An Estimator of F (x) for Ordered Data
The univariate kernel estimator of F (x) is given bŷ
where the ordered kernel L(
where 0 ≤ λ ≤ 1, d iz = |X i − z| and where Λ i = z∈D λ diz is a normalizing factor that is tailored to the
2 To see this, note that d zi = 0 when z = X i , and when
0 |X i −y| ) = 1 when z = X i and 0 otherwise. So, for any X i and z ≤ x, l(X i , z, 0) will equal 1 if X i equals any value z ≤ x and zero otherwise, hence L(
) will have the same asymptotic distribution. Note that we require
, which is true when using either LCV or LSCV to select λ since bothλ LCV andλ LSCV are
It can be shown that the expected value ofF (x) is given by
Similar to the calculation for Varp(x), one can show that the variance ofF (x) can be written as
where e 1x is a constant. The detailed derivation to obtain an explicit expression for e 1x is tedious, but this result should be quite intuitive. Therefore, we omit the derivation because the explicit expression of e 1x is immaterial.
Furthermore, under the condition √ nλ → 0 as n → ∞ at its optimal rate (i.e.,
the Liapounov CLT we have
Data-driven Smoothing Parameter Selection Methods
We consider two data-driven methods to select the smoothing parameter λ: LCV and LSCV.
The Likelihood Cross-Validation (LCV) Method
The LCV method selects λ to maximize the leave-one-out log-likelihood function given by
is the leave-one-out estimator of p(X i ). 
The proof is given in the appendix.
The Least Squares Cross-Validation (LSCV) Method
An alternative method is to use the least squares cross-validation (LSCV) method to select λ. The estimation sum of squared errors (SSE) is given by
Therefore, minimizing SSE is equivalent to minimizing the sum of the first two terms J 1n + J 2n . Note that J 2n
contains an unknown quantity p(x). We estimate J 2n byĴ 2n = −2n
Hence, we recommend choosing λ to minimize the following cross-validation function:
The proof of Proposition 4.1 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Ouyang et al. (2006) .
Remark. Up to now we have restricted attention to the case for which λ = o(1) which, as stated in Proposition
is uniformly distributed in the sense that p(X = a i ) = 1/c for all i = 1, . . . , c, then using a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 2.4 in Ouyang et al. (2006) , one can prove that, asymptotically, CV (λ)
is minimized atλ = 1 with probability δ for some δ ∈ (0, 1), i.e., lim n→∞ P (λ = 1) = δ for some δ ∈ (0, 1).
That is, the smoothing parameter will not converge to zero, rather it tends to assume its upper extreme value with a high probability, so that the estimated probability function satisfies the uniform distribution characteristics. In this case,p(x) is more efficient than the frequency estimator because the frequency method does not exploit this information. Tables 1 and 2 present summaries of a Monte Carlo simulation that compares the nonsmooth estimator
Monte Carlo Simulation
with the proposed smooth estimator. We include the unordered kernel estimator as an additional comparator to assess whether incorporating the information that the data is ordered has a perceptible impact. We simulate data having discrete ordered support D = {0, 1, 2, 9, 10} that contains a gap. The data is drawn from a continuum of distributions, at one extreme the discrete uniform, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20, 0.20) , and at the other extreme a case where the probabilities are starkly unequal, p s = (0.04, 0.12, 0.20, 0.28, 0.36). We take a convex combination of these extremes given by δp s + (1 − δ)p u and let δ ∈ [0, 1]. The sample size is n = 100 and M = 1000 Monte Carlo replications are conducted.
In Table 1 (Table 2) , for each replication we maximize (minimize) the cross-validation function for the ordered and unordered estimators via search over a grid of 25 equally spaced points in the intervals [0, 1] and [0, (c − 1)/c] = [0, 0.8], respectively. For each replication we compute the SSE for each estimator, e.g.,
2 , and report their median SSE over all M = 1000 replications.
One would expect that when the probabilities differ substantially then cross-validation will tend to select small smoothing parameters, while when they are similar cross-validation will tend to select large smoothing parameters. Furthermore, for the discrete uniform case the distribution of the cross-validated smoothing Table 2 : Least squares cross-validation median SSEs (×100), relative median SSEs and median cross-validated smoothing parameters λ LSCV . For columns 5 and 6 (relative median SSEs of the ordered versus empirical and ordered versus unordered, respectively) numbers < 1 indicate superior performance of the proposed ordered kernel approach. The superscripts o and u denote the estimator using the proposed ordered kernel function and Aitchison and Aitken's unordered kernel function, respectively. The discrete uniform case corresponds to δ = 0. parameters would be expected to be more concentrated at their upper bounds (1 and 0.8 for the ordered and unordered kernels, respectively) as n increases. The opposite would be expected when the probabilities differ substantially, with the cross-validated smoothing parameters becoming more concentrated at λ = 0.
All three estimators are consistent, but the nonsmooth estimator p n (x) is the least efficient. Both the unordered and ordered smooth estimators shrink the empirical probabilities towards the discrete uniform distribution, and are most efficient when the underlying probabilities are those for the discrete uniform. Across the range of distributions, the ordered estimator is the best performer, and it is evident that cross-validated smoothing parameter selection is performing as expected. The LCV approach is more efficient than the LSCV approach when the probabilities are starkly unequal (this corresponds to the cases for which δ = 0.5, 0.75, and 1.). 
The Multivariate Case
p(x) = 1 n n i=1 L(X i , x, λ), where L(X i , x, λ) = r s=1 l(X is , x s , λ
Multivariate Data-Driven Smoothing Parameter Selection
Similar to Section 4, we consider using LCV and LSCV methods for selecting the vector of smoothing
The LCV method selects the vector λ by maximizing
is the leave-one-out probability estimator of p i = p(X i ).
The LSCV method selects the vector λ by minimizing
where x∈D = x1∈D1 · · · xr∈Dr , andp −i (X i ) is defined in Equation (7). The proofs of propositions 6.1 and 6.2 are similar to the univariate case and are therefore omitted.
With the fast convergence rateλ = O p (n −1 ), we have, for any
whereF (x) = z∈D,z≤xp (z), and where z ≤ x means z s ≤ x s for all s = 1, . . . , r.
Remark. Suppose that p(·) is uniformly distributed with respect to some component, e.g., p(·) is uniformly
distributed only with respect to its last component, i.e., p(x −r , x r ) = p(x −r , z r ) for all x −r ∈ D −r , x r , z r ∈ D r , where x −r = (x 1 , . . . , x r−1 ), and where D −r is the support of x −r . Then, using a proof similar to the proof for Theorem 2.4 in Ouyang et al. (2006) , one can prove thatλ s = O p (n −1 ) for s = 1, . . . , r − 1 and that lim n→∞ P (λ r = 1) = δ for some δ ∈ (0, 1), whereλ s could be obtained by either the LCV or LSCV methods described above.
Empirical Illustration
We consider a dataset collected by Hausman et al. (1984) which records the number of successful patent applications by 128 U.S. firms across a seven-year period (1968) (1969) (1970) (1971) (1972) (1973) (1974) . First we considered three popular parametric probability models for ordered data, the binomial, Poisson, and negative binomial. Goodness of fit tests are conducted for each parametric model and they are all rejected by the data, therefore we consider instead consistent nonparametric estimates. 3 We model the probability function for the number of successful patent applications using the two methods of smoothing parameter selection outlined above and present results in Figure 1 . The nonsmooth estimate is quite noisy, while both smooth estimates are much less so. Of the two methods of smoothing parameter selection considered, LCV produces the least noisy estimates. The smoothing parameters chosen by LCV and LSCV are 0.8686869 and 0.4545455, respectively. Note that this dataset is characterized by numerous gaps in the data (i.e., outcomes with zero counts). Like its empirical counterpart, the smooth estimate delivers probability estimates that sum to 1, but the smooth estimate is expected to be more efficient from the square error perspective.
Summary
We propose an asymmetric empirical support ordered kernel function for the nonparametric estimation of probability mass functions, provide theoretical underpinnings, data-driven smoothing parameter selection procedures, and compare the proposed estimator with the nonsmooth empirical estimator and an estimator that ignores order present in the data. The proposed estimator shrinks the unbiased empirical probabilities towards the discrete uniform probabilities. The estimator is always proper, automatically adapts to gaps in data if present, contains the conventional frequency estimator as a special case when the smoothing parameter takes its lower bound value, and can assume the discrete uniform probabilities at the upper bound of its smoothing parameter, properties that are collectively lacking from existing ordered kernel functions that appear in the literature on the estimation of probability mass functions for multinomial ordered data.
Appendix: Proof of the Main Results
Calculation of the Mean and Variance ofp(x) andF (x)
Assuming i.i.d. draws and assuming that λ = o(1),
where b 1x takes values in {0, 1, 2} and c 1x = z∈D,dzx=1 p(z) − b 1x p(x). As well,
We already obtained the second term on the right hand side of the above equation when we obtained x, λ) previously. Therefore, we only need to consider El 2 (X i , x, λ). We observe that
where the leading term in the expression z∈D,
Therefore, using equations (9) and (10), we can write
It is easy to show that the expected value ofF (x) is given by
where the fourth equality follows from Equation (9), and where d 1x = z∈D,z≤x c 1z . We retain the leading bias term, which is of order O(λ), and we square this when computing the mean square error (MSE) so that this term's contribution to the MSE expression is of order O(λ 2 ).
Proof of Theorem 4.1
Proof. Letλ LCV denote the LCV selected λ which maximizes
Since x ∈ D takes a finite number of possible values, say c, it is straightforward to see that (because λ = o(1))
, and that
wherep −i = n −1 n j =i λ dji /Λ j is the leave-one-out probability estimator of p i = p(X i ), and where
Note that maximizing Equation (11) is equivalent to maximizing
because the second term is unrelated to λ. (13) can be written as
where in the last equality we use the mean-value theorem. Hence, choosing λ to maximize Equation (11) is asymptotically equivalent to choosing λ to maximize the leading term of CV (λ) which is given by
4 Using a Taylor expansion,
Replacing A 1 and A 2 in Equation (14) by their leading terms given in lemmas 9.1 and 9.2, we obtain that
where B 2 and H 2 are positive constants (by Lemma 9.3), C n = C n1 + C n2 is an O p (1) random variable, with C n1 and C n2 defined in lemmas 9.1 and 9.2, respectively.
Taking the derivative of CV (λ) with respect to λ, setting it equal to zero, and solving for λ yieldŝ
This implies thatλ = O p (n −1 ), completing the proof of Theorem 4.1.
Some Useful Lemmas
Lemma 9.1. Letting A 1 be defined as in Equation (14), then under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.1, we have
Proof.
pj Λi is a second order U -statistic.
where the last equality follows from d ij = d ji .
Using U-statistic H-decomposition,
To simplify the exposition we will only consider the case where D contains c consecutive non-negative integers.
The proof for the general case is similar but more tedious. Define
for s = 0, 1, 2.
Note that 1 0,x,z = 1(x = z), 1 0,i,j = 1(X i = X j ) and 1 0,i,z = 1(X i = z).
From Equation (16), we have
where the definition of B k,ij , k = 1, 2, 3 should be apparent.
where B 1,i and B 2,i should be apparent.
In deriving the second equality in Equation (19), when simplifying the first term that is unrelated to λ Using Equation (19), the law of iterated expectation and noting that E(B 1,i ) = 0, we have
where B 2 = x∈D y∈D z∈D p(x)1 1,x,y 1 1,x,z .
The leading term of U 2,1 in Equation (17) is a zero mean partial sum.
Note that the term U 2,2 in Equation (17) is a degenerate U-statistic. Combining equations (18), (19) and (20), we obtain
Combining equations (15), (17), (20), (21), and (22), we have that 
where 
It is straightforward to see that
Next we examine term A 2,2 .
where H 2 is defined in Lemma 9.2.
Combining equations (29) 
Hence, combining equations (36) and (37), we have that
where B 1,i = 
It is straightforward to see that in U 3,3 the term proportional to λ has an order O p (n −3/2 λ).
Combining equations (23), (24), (25), (26), (36), (38), and (39), we have that 
where we use the fact that for any x, y ∈ D, 1 1,w,x 1 1,w,y > p(w)p(y)1 1,w,x 1 1,w,y , since p(x)p(y) < 1.
Equations (40) and (41) imply that H 2 > 0. Therefore,
